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Review for TEST
Floral Design Tool, Supply, and Material Uses
Use the Word Bank on the back side of this paper to fill in the tool name for each tool use.
1. Wired fake leaves used for corsages._____________________________________
2. Tape that is used to hold down floral foam to a container ________________________________
3. Green moss that is used to hide mechanics in arrangement ________________________________
4. Container made of paper that is used to make a fresh flower arrangement ____________________
5. A piece of equipment used to hold a fresh bouquet ______________________________________
6. A pin that is used hold more than one flower ____________________________________________
7. Coated wire used to support fresh flower stems, replace stems, bind materials, etc.______________
8. A container that is used to extend the length of a stem in an arrangement _____________________
9. Soft material with holes used to create accessories for a corsage _____________________________
10. Sharp scissors only to be used for ribbon or fabric (never used on tape or paper) ________________
11. A needlepoint holder used in large bowls. Also commonly called “frogs” ______________________
12. Material that is used to cover plant pots and is waterproof _________________________________
13. Dense material used to create hearts or wreaths for sympathy work __________________________
14. Covering to hide mechanics on a corsage or boutonniere __________________________________
15. Tool used to hide a card in an arrangement _____________________________________________
16. Tool used to heat glue _____________________________________________________________
17. Moss that is gray in color and is used to cover Styrofoam or hide mechanics ___________________
18. Small shaft pin used to hold one flower _________________________________________________
19. A wooden stick with a pointed end and a wire attached to the other end_______________________
20. Absorbent material used to extend the life of flowers ______________________________________
21. Breaks up earth or digs small holes. _____________________________________________
22. Made of tiny flecks of paper or plastic used to create sparkling effect. _________________________
23. Stem anchoring device with numerous openings; Supports flowers. __________________________
24. Wired spray of pearls or rhinestones for corsages or other flowers to wear. _____________________
25. Wire frame, usually round, used as the foundation for a wreath. ______________________________

Word Bank
Bouquet holder
Boutonnière pin
Bypass Pruner
Cardette
Care Tag
Casket saddle
Chenille stem
Clear Vinyl Liner
Corsage bag or box
Corsage Leaves
Corsage pin
Corsage Snips
Curling ribbon
Easel
Enclosure Card
Floral Adhesive
Floral foam
Floral Preservative (Clarifyer)
Floral Sheers (Bunch Cutter)
Floral tape
Florist Knife (Workshop Knife)
Foam cage
Garden Trowel
Glass Marbels or Gems
Glitter
Glue stick
Green enameled florist wire
Greening pins
Hot Glue Gun
Hot Glue Pan
Kenzon (pin holder)
Latex Balloon
Leaf Shine
Lei Needle
Lei String
Metallic foil
Mylar Balloon
Net or Tulle
Oasis Knife
Orchid tube
Paddle Wire
Pan glue (Pan-Melt Glue)
Paper mache liner
Pearl or Rhinestone Spray
Pillar Candle
Poly foil
Pot Cover (Speed Cover)
Pretreatment (Rose Rehydration Solution)
Raffia

Ratchet Pruner
Ribbon Scissors (Fabric Scissors)
Roll of Celophane
Sealer
Shredded Wax Paper
Single Design Dish or Bowl
Spanish moss
Sphagnum moss
Spray Glue
Spray Paint
Steel Pick
Steel Pick Machine
Stem Stripper (Rose Stripper)
Stephanotis Stems
Stickum
Styrofoam
Taper Candle
Waterproof tape
Wire CuttersAqua pic
Wired Wooden pick
Wreath Ring
Wristlet

